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Correlation Functions in Super Liouville Theory
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We calculate three- and four-point functions in super Liouville theory coupled to a super Coulomb gas
on world sheets with spherical topology. We first integrate over the zero mode and assume that a pa-
rameter takes an integer value. We find the amplitudes, give plausibility arguments in favor of the re-
sult, and formally continue the parameter to an arbitrary real number. Remarkably the result is com-
pletely parallel to the bosonic case.
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measure, the total action is given by S =SSL+S~,The matrix model definition of 2D gravity is proving to
be very powerful in calculating correlation functions [1],
although it seems difficult to generalize the results to su-

persymmetric theories. On the other hand, in the contin-
uum approach (Liouville theory) [2-5] it is difficult to
calculate correlation functions, while its supersymmetric
generalization (super Liouville theory) [6-8] is well

known. Recently, however, several authors [9-13] have

exactly calculated correlation functions in the continuum
approach to conformal matter fields coupled to 2D gravi-

ty (see also Ref. [141). They have used a technique based
on the integration over the Liouville zero mode, and their
results agree with those obtained earlier in the discrete
approach (matrix models). It is thus very urgent to ex-
tend the continuum method [15] to the supersymmetric
case, i.e., superconformal matter fields coupled to 2D su-

pergravity.
The aim of this Letter is to calculate the three- and

four-point functions in super Liouville theory coupled to
superconformal matter with the centra1 charge ~ & 1, rep-
resented as a super Coulomb gas [16]. Our approach is
close to that of Di Francesco and Kutasov [10]. The re-
sult is remarkable and is very parallel to the bosonic case;
it amounts to a redefinition of the cosmological constant
and of the primary superfields, resulting in the same am-
plitudes as those of the bosonic theory. The strategy is to
first calculate the amplitudes in terms of a conformally
invariant integral. We find the result of the integral as-
suming analyticity (see also [17]), using its symmetries
and asymptotic behavior. We give plausibility arguments
in favor of the result.

The relevant framework has been given by Distler,
Hlousek, and Kawai [8]. With a translation invariant
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where @sL and 4~ are super Liouville and matter
superfields, respectively (see Refs. [8,18]). The matter
sector has the central charge c„,=1 —8a0. The parame-
ters Q and a ~ are given by
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a = ——,
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'
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The (gravitationally dressed) primary superfield +Ns is

given by
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Note that the expressions for a+ and p(k) are the same
in terms of Q and ap as those of the bosonic theory.

Screening charges in the matter sector are of the form
d z e' — " ', where d + are the two solut&ons of
—,
' d(d —2ap) = —, . ln this Letter, however, we will con-

centrate on the case without screening charges. The case
with screening charges, N-point (N ~ 4) functions, and
the inclusion of the Ramond sector will be discussed else-
where.

We shall calculate three-point functions of the primary
field +Ns on world sheets with spherical topology

hout screening charges), that is,
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Our first step is to integrate over the zero modes,
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where ( . . )0 denotes the expectation value evaluated in the free theory (p =0) and we have absorbed the factor
[a+( —x/2) ] ' into the normalization of the path integral. The parameter s is defined as

1
3

s= — g+g p; (8)
a+

In general, s can take any real value and there is no obvious way of calculating the path integral. However, if we as-
sume that s is a non-negative integer [8-13], this is just a free-field correlator. Under this assumption, we evaluate the
path integral, and formally continue s to noninteger values. For s as a non-negative integer,
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We have divided by the SL2 volume by setting z I
=0, z2=1, z3 =~, 02=03=0, and OI =—0. The integral is a supersym-

metric generalization of formula (B.9) of Ref. [19]. Alternatively, using @si =p+OIv+Oy, we can write
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This is nonvanishing only for s odd; we thus write s =2m+ l. One may evaluate (y y)o and (y y)0 independent-

ly. Since the rest of the integrand is symmetric, one may write the result in a simple form by relabeling coordinates:
r
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where C„,(a,p;p) has the same symmetries as I"'(a,p;p), and where h(x)=—I (x)/I (I —x). By looking at the large-a

behavior,
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one can confirm that C„,(a,p;p) is, as a function of a, bounded as lal —~ and assumed analytic. This means that

C„,(a,P;p) is independent of a, and by symmetry, of P as well; C„, =C„,(p).
It is hard to calculate C„,(p). For this purpose, it is useful to consider the simpler integral
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By using similar arguments, one may obtain

ni —
I
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and a= —a+p~, p= a+pz, and p= ——. a+.
We now have to calculate I"'(a,p;p). Using the residual SL(2,C) transformations it is actually not diII'tcult to show

that I"' has the following symmetries:

I"'(,P;p) =I"'(P,a;p) =I"'(—I —a —P —mp, P;p) .

Thus we may write I"'(a,P;p) in the following way:
nI

I"'(a,P;p) =C„,(a,P;p) Q h(I + a+2ip)h(I +P+2ip)h( —a —P+(2i —4m)p)
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Notice that after Eq. (15) we have assumed that C„,(a,P;p) is an analytic function of a and P. Although a full proof
of analyticity of C„,(a,P;p) is outside the scope of the present paper, we give three arguments of plausibility which give
a strong basis to the result. First, C„, can be derived from C (y= —

—, ;p) using (20). The proof of the analyticity of
the latter relies on the results of Ref. [18]. Thus one can prove analyticity in that particular case. Second, we suppose
that nothing new should happen for particular values of m (or s). At m=1, the calculation can be done explicitly. At
last, one can compare the pole structure with that of string amplitude in a sphere with punctures (we thank A. Schwim-
mer for this comment).

Now we are ready to write down the amplitude. Without loss of generality, we can choose kl, k3~ a0, k2 ~ a0. By
using (5), (8), and g;-~k; =2ao, one gets

'p(1 —s) (ao & 0),
p=& —

—,
' —ps (ao&o).

It is easily seen that, for ao& 0, A =0 identically, as in the bosonic theory. For ap & 0, there are many cancellations,
leading to

m m
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Again, it is very difficult to calculate C„,(y;p). Unfortunately we could not get it in a rigorous way. A series of trials
and errors, however, led us to the following form:
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This is consistent with

C~(yp) = l z [/3{—(y+p))] h(I+y+p)d(I+2(y+p))
and with the two other (calculable) cases p =0 and y=o (up to symmetry factors). It is very difficult to get anything
else consistent with these constraints. And a posteriori it seems to be correct since it gives a physically reasonable re-
sult. Let us assume that (18) is correct and see its consequences. The two integrals are related by
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We finally obtain the three-point function:
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By redefining the cosmological constant and the primary superfield +Ns as
2 1u-, u. +~s(k, )- . . . +Ns(k, ),6( —,

' —p) (—ix/2)a(-, ' [I +P —k '])
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(24)

(23)

we get our main result

A(k ),kp, k3) p'.
Remarkably, this amplitude is of the same form as the bosonic one [10].

It is natural to expect that this feature continues to be true for N-point (N ~ 4) functions. In fact, for k ~, k2, k3 ~ ao,
k4 ~ ao & 0 (and without screening charges), the four-point function turns out to be

A(ki, k2, k3, k4) =(s+ l)p', (25)
with the same redefinition of the cosmological constant and the primary superfields. In order to get the amplitude for
general k;, one may argue, as in Ref. [10],that nonanalyticity comes entirely from massless intermediate states and one
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may calculate the amplitude by using the analyticity of the one-particle irreducible (I PI) correlators. After setting

p =1, we obtain the four-point function for all k;:

&(&i,&2, &s, &4) = & —[I&i+&2 ttol+ I& i+& i &ol+ I& i+&4 &ol]+~it't (26)

with A~pt = (I +a:). Compare this with Eq. (37) in Ref. [10]. The analogy to the bosonic case is obvious. A de-

tailed account will appear elsewhere.
The close connection to the bosonic amplitudes was suggested from super KP systems [20], and more recently, from

supermatrix models [21]. We think, however, that our demonstration is more direct.
In conclusion, we calculated the three- and four-point functions of super Liouville theory coupled to a super Coulomb

gas (without screening charges) on a sphere and found that they are essentially the same as those of the usual Liouville

theory, obtained in Ref. [11]. As a by-product we get the supersymmetric generalization of formula (B.9) of Ref. [19]
(s =2m+ I),
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After completing this work, we found Refs. [17] and [22],
which deal with the same issue, and, in fact, complement
the present work.
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